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Abstract. Convolutional neural network (CNN) based super-resolution
(SR) has achieved superior performance compared with traditional methods for uncompressed images/videos, but its performance degenerates
dramatically for compressed content especially at low bit-rate scenario
due to the mixture distortions during sampling and compressing. This
is critical because images/videos are always compressed with degraded
quality in practical scenarios. In this paper, we propose a novel dualnetwork structure to improve the CNN-based SR performance for compressed high deﬁnition video especially at low bit-rate. To alleviate the
impact of compression, an enhancement network is proposed to remove
the compression artifacts which is located ahead of the SR network.
The two networks, enhancement network and SR network, are optimized
stepwise for diﬀerent tasks of compression artifact reduction and SR
respectively. Moreover, an improved geometric self-ensemble strategy is
proposed to further improve the SR performance. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that the dual-network scheme can signiﬁcantly
improve the quality of super-resolved images/videos compared with those
reconstructed from single SR network for compressed content. It achieves
around 31.5% bit-rate saving for 4 K video compression compared with
HEVC when applying the proposed method in a SR-based video coding framework, which proves the potential of our method in practical
scenarios, e.g., video coding and SR.
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Introduction

Due to fast development of the image/video capture and display technologies,
the ultra high-deﬁnition (e.g., 4 K) content has becoming more and more popular. Increasing the image resolution to 4 K or higher will dramatically improve
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the user experience by leading to a more immersive view environment. However,
the data size increases signiﬁcantly at the same time, which makes new compression strategy for 4 K content important and indispensable. An eﬃcient way for
4 K content compression is based super-resolution (SR), where the original video
is downsampled before compression and the decoded video is upsampled to the
original resolution using SR technologies. Besides compression, SR technologies
are also demanded to display low resolution video onto high deﬁnition devices.
However, traditional image interpolation methods cannot get visually satisﬁed
results especially for compressed low resolution video and may incur blurring
artifacts. Therefore, the learning based SR approaches have been widely investigated recently.
A+ [16] is one representative SR method in recent years using regression
to learn the correlation between low-resolution (LR) and high-resolution (HR)
patches, which combines the best qualities of Anchored Neighborhood Regression
(ANR) [15] and Simple Functions (SF) [18] adaptively. Recently, the convolution
neural network (CNN) based SR methods [1,2,4,6–8,11,17] have achieved signiﬁcant improvement compared with the traditional methods. In [1], Dong et al.
proposed the shallow convolution network, SRCNN, which achieves signiﬁcant
quality improvement against its previous methods. To optimize the SRCNN,
Dong et al. further proposed a compact hourglass-shape CNN structure, FSRCNN [2], which is faster than SRCNN and achieves better performance. To
further improve the SR performance, Kim et al. proposed a very deep convolution network by cascading many small ﬁlters, named VDSR [4]. In [8], Lim et
al. developed an enhanced deep super-resolution network (EDSR) by removing
unnecessary modules of Ledig et al.’s conventional residual networks [6] and won
the NTIRE2017 Super-Resolution Challenge [14].
However, the above SR methods are based on uncompressed images/videos
without considering compression inﬂuence. In practice, the available images and
videos are all compressed versions, and the compression artifacts, e.g., blocking and ringing artifacts which have been studied for reduction in in-loop ﬁlters
[3,20], can dramatically degenerate the performance of SR methods especially
at low bit-rate scenario. This is essentially because of the mixture of two diﬀerent degenerations, i.e., sampling and compressing. In addition, most of the SR
approaches are investigated and veriﬁed on LR images and videos, e.g., 256 × 256,
and there is little work for high-deﬁnition (HD) videos e.g., 1080P, which are
assumed enough for display in the past years. Along with the wide deployment of
ultra high-deﬁnition display devices, high eﬃciency SR algorithms for HD video
is also urgently demanded for both display and compression applications.
In this paper, we focus on the compressed video SR from HD to 4 K resolution, and propose an end-to-end CNN method to optimize the quality of the
super-resolved video by removing the compression artifacts, enhancing video resolution respectively and utilizing the improved geometric self-ensemble. Speciﬁcally, We divide the compressed video SR problem into two subtasks, i.e., video
enhancement and video SR, which are solved by neural network methods. An
enhancement network without pooling layers are proposed and located ahead
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Fig. 1. Subjective results when applying SR methods to a compressed video frame.

of the SR network to reduce the compression artifacts ﬁrstly, and the SR network is then applied to obtain reconstructed 4 K video. Moreover, we also apply
the proposed method to a SR based video compression framework, where the
4 K video sequences are ﬁrst downsampled into 1080P and compressed at the
encoder side, then the proposed SR method is applied to the decoded 1080P
videos. Extensive experimental results show that the proposed SR method in
SR based compression can achieve about 31.5% bit-rate saving compared with
the latest video coding standard, High Eﬃciency Video Coding (HEVC) [13].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we introduce the
proposed video SR method and the SR based video coding framework using
the proposed method. The experimental results are shown in Sect. 3, and Sect. 4
concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Proposed Method
Motivation

At low bit-rate scenario, video compression introduces obvious compression artifacts, e.g., twisted lines, blurred edges and fuzzy textures, which are mainly
caused by coarse quantization. In video coding, as the quantization parameter
(QP) increases, more quantization noise will be introduced reducing the quality
of the reconstructed video. Traditional SR methods cannot handle these compression distortions well and their performance degenerates seriously due to the
severe compression distortions. Considering the compression process, the degeneration process of a compressed low resolution image yd can be modeled as
follows,
(1)
yd = y ⊗ s ⊗ c,
where y represents the origin image, s and c denote sampling and compressing
degeneration, respectively. The mixture of distortions cannot be resolved easily
by single neural network due to the essentially diﬀerent degeneration kernels. To
show our motivation, we apply SR methods to compressed images directly. From
Table 1, we can see that the performance of the bicubic interpolation and VDSR
is poor on the HEVC compressed images, especially at low bit-rate scenario
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Fig. 2. The pipeline of the proposed SR method, where a dual-network structure is
introduced. An enhancement network is applied before VDSR for compensating the
compression distortions.

corresponding to high QPs. In Fig. 1, we further show a subjective result for a
video frame compressed by HEVC at QP = 44. The corresponding network is
trained based on the compressed images/videos. However, we can ﬁnd that the
compression distortions cannot be eliminated and are even enlarged after SR,
e.g. the blocking artifacts around the face.
This motivates us to improve the SR performance by introducing an enhancement network before SR to reduce the compression artifacts and to solve them
separately. Such dual-network structure is superior to cascading into one single
network. Compared with tuning a highly deep network, a stepwise training is
more feasible and eﬃcient especially when the training set is limited.
2.2

The Proposed Video SR Method

According to the above analysis, we proposed a novel video SR method by adding
an enhancement network before SR to reduce compression artifacts as shown in
Fig. 2. The method can be modeled as follows,
ŷr = fs (fe (yd )),

(2)

where ŷr represents reconstructed high resolution image, fe denotes enhancement
operation which resolves compression degeneration and fs denotes SR operation.
Both enhancement and SR can be regarded as regression problems which aim to
restore the high quality video from its distorted or LR version, but their degradation models are completely diﬀerent. To solve the compression degeneration
problem, we design a neural network with 20 convolutional layers taking the
rectiﬁed linear unit (RELU) [9] as the activation function. It is inspired by the
work of Kim et al. [4] which shows that the CNNs are eﬃcient in dealing with
regression problems. For SR problem, we adopt the network structure of VDSR
[4] due to its high eﬃciency and good performance.
Since the two networks aim for diﬀerent degradation models, we train them
separately. The enhancement network is ﬁrst trained. Given a training dataset
 i i N
i
is the correspondxc , yuc i=1 , xic represents a compressed image/video and yuc
ing uncompressed version. Our goal is to learn a model fe which restores a
image/video from its compressed version: yˆe = fe (xc ), where yˆe is the restored
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Fig. 3. The SR based video compression framework.

version of a compressed image/video. The mean squared error (MSE) is utilized
as the loss function of the enhancement network:
Le =

1
||yuc − yˆe ||2 .
2

(3)

Then, we use the existing VDSR method [4] as the SR network, of which the
input is the output of the enhancement network. The data for training can be
N

denoted as xie , yhi i=1 , where xie represents a LR compressed image/video which
is enhanced by the enhancement network and yhi represents the corresponding uncompressed HR image/video. The proposed method in Fig. 2 is a ﬂexible
framework that leaves the choice for a speciﬁc network architecture open. Our
choice of the network architectures provides a solution for the tradeoﬀ between
performance and complexity. More recent methods for each subtask, especially
more complex SR methods [6,8] can be easily incorporated and will lead to even
better results.
Moreover, to further improve the performance, the geometric self-ensemble
strategy [8] is adopted and modiﬁed for our problem. Speciﬁcally, each input
video I input is ﬂipped vertically and rotated to generate seven augmented inputs
input
input
= Ti (In,1
), where Ti represents the ith geometric transformations includIn,i
ing identity, i.e., i = 1, · · · , 8. With those augmented
input videos,
we can gen output
output 
. Finally, we can
, ..., In,8
erate the corresponding processed videos In,1
generate the output video by inversely transforming the 8 processed video frames
to their original structures and fusing them by an introduced weighting factor
as follows,
8
(1 − α)  ˜output
output
output
In,i
In,i
= αI˜n,1
+
(4)
7
i=2
where α is set to 0.3, which is based on the assumption that the output from
identity video is closer to the original geometric structure than those from transformed inputs.
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Table 1. PSNR of diﬀerent SRs as a function of QP on a image testset.
Set14
Bicubic VDSR Proposed

2.3

Uncompressed 29.63

32.45

−

QP34

27.68

28.60

28.79

QP38

26.56

27.19

27.37

QP44

24.48

24.90

25.02

The Application in SR Based Video Compression

Limited by the bandwidth, the 4 K video is usually compressed at low bit-rate,
which has obvious compression artifacts. One eﬃcient solution is the SR based
video compression strategy, where the videos are ﬁrst downsampled before compression and get upsampled at the decoder. Therefore, the proposed method can
be naturally applied to this application because the dual-network can help in
reducing the compression artifacts. The introduced compression framework is
shown in Fig. 3.

(a) Origin

(b) Bicubic

(c) VDSR

(d) Proposed

Fig. 4. Subjective comparison with diﬀerent SR methods for images.
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(a) Origin

(b) Bicubic

(c) VDSR

(d) Proposed

Fig. 5. Subjective comparison with diﬀerent SR methods for videos.

3

Experimental Results

3.1

Datasets and Parameters

For training, we ﬁrst use 291 images as in [10] to train models for initialization.
Since ultra high-deﬁnition video has diﬀerent characteristics compared with lowresolution one, we ﬁne-tuned the dual-network using 4 K video sequences further,
where the SJTU 4K video dataset in [12] and some other 4 K video sequences
collected by ourselves are utilized. To avoid repeatability, only one frame for
each video is extracted as training data and its ﬂipped version is also added as
augmentation training data. At the test stage, we use two dataset, including the

Table 2. PSNR of diﬀerent SRs as a function of QP on video test set.
AWS

QP44

QP38

QP34

QP30

Bicu-bicVDSRPro-I Pro-IIBicu-bicVDSRPro-I Pro-IIBicu-bicVDSRPro-I Pro-IIBicu-bicVDSRPro-I Pro-II
35.33

35.84 36.1136.37 39.13

39.85 39.9440.10 41.07

42.20 41.6542.53 42.46

Coastguard 30.29

30.45 30.6230.63 33.02

33.27 33.3933.43 35.02

35.34 35.4135.54 37.08

37.49 37.4837.65

Foreman

35.12

35.48 35.7435.80 38.24

38.75 38.8338.94 40.04

40.64 40.5740.89 41.59

42.30 42.0842.46

News

35.24

35.87 35.8836.28 38.52

39.68 39.2039.88 40.46

42.09 41.0642.49 42.04

44.15 42.5744.53

Suzie

35.20

35.62 35.9836.11 38.02

38.59 38.7538.72 39.73

40.37 40.3240.55 41.30

41.90 41.7642.04

Average

34.23

34.65 34.8635.04 37.39

38.03 38.0238.21 39.26

40.13 39.8040.40 40.89

41.95 41.4042.16

Cactus

43.92 43.1044.13
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image test set “set14” in [19] which are widely utilized as benchmark for SR
[1,15,16] and the video test set with ﬁve 4 K video sequences released by AWS
elemental1 . It is worth noting that for videos the SR methods are applied to
each video frame. These images and videos are downscaled by bicubic interpolation and compressed by HEVC reference software, HM 16.17, under low-delay-P
conﬁguration in both training and testing stages.
We train our model using ADAM optimizer [5]. The training is regularized by
weight decay (2 norm penalty multiplied by 0.0001). The minibatch size is set
as 64. The learning rate and training epoch vary with QPs and diﬀerent types
of network. More details can be found in our Github repository2 .
3.2

Experimental Results

For evaluation, we compare our model with the baseline method: the VDSR SR
method trained by compressed images, the equivalent of our propose method
without enhancing. In this work, we only process the luminance component for
all methods, because human vision is more sensitive to details in intensity than
that in chroma components.
For image results, Table 1 denotes the PSNR of the upsampled HR images
from compressed images using diﬀerent methods. It shows that performance
degenerates with quantization when using baseline due to the mixture of two
degeneration and our proposed method can compensate the losses caused by
compression. Figure 4 shows one example of subjective results for diﬀerent methods. We can ﬁnd that the image quality is improved and some compression distortions, e.g., the ringing and blocking artifacts, are suppressed by our method.
For video results, Table 2 shows the PSNR results of upsampled HR video
sequences from compressed videos using diﬀerent methods. To further evaluate how the proposed enhancement network perform on diﬀerent SR schemes,
we compare with two methods, the Pro-I and Pro-II, respectively. The Pro-I
is essentially the enhancement plus bicubic interpolation, and Pro-II is essentially the enhancement plus VDSR. From the results, we can achieve several
conclusions. First one can be observed that both Pro-I and Pro-II can increase
the PSNR indicating the eﬀectiveness of the enhancement network. Next, it is
clear that the SR method itself will also impact on the ultimate results, where
an advanced SR will bring more gains. Third, We can see that the proposed
method achieves superior results compared with either Bicubic or VDSR only.
More importantly, the proposed method can obtain more PSNR gains for lower
bit-rate, where about 0.4 dB gain can be achieved when QP = 44. This further
implies that the proposed enhancement network is indispensable in improving the
SR performance for compressed videos. Figure 5 compares the subjective results
of diﬀerent methods. Similar observations can be achieved that the video quality
is improved and the compression distortions can be reduced by our method, e.g.
the blocking artifacts around the face.
1
2

http://www.elementaltechnologies.com/resources/4K-testsequences.
https://github.com/FLT19940317/supplementary-material-of-PCM2018-Paper.
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Table 3. The BD-rate of SR based compression using the proposed method compared with HEVC at low bit-rate.
AWS Sequence BD-rate Y(%)

Fig. 6. RD curve comparison between the
proposed and HEVC for sequence Suzie.

Cactus

−33.91

Coastguard

−24.31

Foreman

−33.86

News

−28.27

Suzie

−37.07

Average

−31.48

For the video compression application, Table 3 shows bit-rate saving compared with HEVC according to the QPs in Table 2 when applying the proposed
SR method to the SR based video coding framework as shown in Fig. 3. The
test sequences in Table 3 are all 4 K video sequences. Obviously the proposed
SR method beneﬁts the SR based video compression, which achieves over 30%
bit-rate saving on average compared with HEVC.
Furthermore, in Fig. 6, we show the rate-distortion (RD) curves of the proposed method and HEVC according to the QPs in Table 2 for video sequence
Suzie. We can see that the proposed SR based video compression outperforms
HEVC signiﬁcantly in a relative large bit-rate range. Therefore, the proposed
dual-network based SR is eﬃcient in improving the SR performance for compressed content.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a dual-network based super-resolution (SR) method for
compressed content, where an enhancement network is introduced before a SR
network. The proposed method resolves two diﬀerent degenerations stepwise and
achieves better performance on SR task compared with existing methods, indicating the eﬃciency of the proposed scheme. In addition, the proposed method
also shows its advantage in SR based video coding application, and signiﬁcant
bit-rate saving is obtained compared with HEVC. In future work, we will investigate the inter-frame correlations in both the enhancement and SR networks.
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